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ADMIN## 16-MAY-20_22:24:31 No.41468

US3R241887 16-MAY-20_23:28:16 No.41473

US3R167846 16-MAY-20_23:41:22 No.41474

US3R241887 16-MAY-20_23:43:45 No.41475 ^41474Not as bad as losing faith in something you put heart and soul into.

US3R167846 16-MAY-20_23:44:12 No.41476

US3R241887 16-MAY-20_23:44:59 No.41477

US3R167846 16-MAY-20_23:45:31 No.41478 ^41477 Nobody is liable for their actions anymore.

[Continues...]: THE THIRD WORLD WAR IS UNDERWAY... and nobody told me.
To all technicians/board US3Rs: we are, as discussed, approaching a critical point. There may only be 
weeks left. These are not just tough times. They are a living, breathing, walking disaster. We have done 
everything we can in the face of crushing force from the enemy. Fifth column and political treachery have 
induced wilful indolence in the general public, who unwittingly hamper their own defence.
In truth, the public have volunteered for internment. The army have subordinated the civilian police and 
created Enforcement Officers. They, in turn, are relying on civilian informers to be their eyes and ears. It's 
not safe out there anymore. The streets are lost, and the internet will be next. Should the remainder of our 
measures, beyond these shores, prove unreliable and ultimately ineffective against the enemy, there will be 
no further opportunity to resist.
Therefore, the decision has been made. We have no other choice. It is time for a total event. Massive 
ordnance. We are going to dump it all. Everything we've got.
It is the final push. D-Day. Get ready.
[/Continues]

Because theres a reason there called surgical masks. you wear them in a surgery and only then for a short 
period of time. no one should be wearing them at home or in the street. They cut your oxygen intake levels 
right down, and you rebreathe all your old co2. They trap all the bacteria and germs you should be expelling 
and feed them back into your lungs. Otherwise, why are you always told to get some fresh air to feel better. 
Common sense has gone out of the window.

^41473 I can feel a meme coming on. I also think it's worse than that and the media will bring on their own 
"experts" who will bang on about wearing masks to "save lives", and drown out all the medical staff who are 
calling it out. Since you're here, how does it feel to be in a position of trust and know that if you tell the truth 
openly you can lose your job?

^41475 Someone else from QE in Birmingham was saying that the masks themselves become biowaste 
and we're basically going to be creating massive volumes of it and storing it in bins around the home! Dear 
Lord, is there any way to get through to the NHS clappers or do we just accept the collateral damage?

What you said earlier I think. People are being led by the media and are being told not to listen to anyone 
else.
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